
bridge to tomorrow
At Sala Bang Pa-In—a river-island resort near Ayutthaya, Thailand, by Department of Architecture—
traditional Thai style connects with a modern-design future 
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The Chao Phraya, Thailand’s major river, meanders through the center of the country, 
linking the ruins of the former capital, Ayutthaya, to the current one, Bangkok, about 
50 miles to the south. The legendary waterway, which has nurtured Thai civilization 
for centuries, is what inspires—and flows around—Sala Bang Pa-In, a new island re-
sort by Department of Architecture, the firm’s second project for the Sala Hospitality 
Group, a regional chain of nine luxury hotels, spas, and boutique properties.

Although the 43,000-square-foot hotel is near the Bang Pa-In Summer Palace,  
a glittering complex of mostly 19th-century buildings once home to the Thai kings, 
DoA’s design largely eschews royal references. Instead, the architecture straddles 
two worlds, using a vocabulary that draws on the vernacular of the surrounding rural 
river communities while speaking to Thailand’s modern design–led future. “We 
asked ourselves, How can we best fit within the context of the place?” co-principal 
Twitee Vajrabhaya reports. “How can we ensure that guests appreciate the uniqueness 
of the location?” In that respect, “Sala Bang Pa-In is truly site sensitive,” co-principal 
Amata Luphaiboon adds.

Entering the resort is like beginning a journey. Before accessing the island, guests 
check in at the verandalike riverside lobby, an open, casual place sheltered beneath 
an elevated wood structure resembling many of the simple neighborhood houses that 

cluster around it. Like them, it has a pitched corrugated fiber-cement roof, is painted a vivid color (in this case, red), 
and is supported on stilts. The last, a venerable flood-evasion technique, is necessary since the upper story serves 
not only as a multifunctional event space but also to store lobby furniture if the river rises during the rainy season. 
The slender columns don’t dominate the landscape the way a conventional raised foundation might. “We weren’t 
looking for something alien and unfamiliar,” Vajrabhaya notes. 

Previous spread: A painted fiber-cement footbridge stretches 180 feet across the Chao Phraya River to connect the mainland lobby to the island 
hosting Sala Bang Pa-In, a resort near Ayutthaya, Thailand, by Department of Architecture. 

Top: The resort’s main swimming pool is 98 feet long. 

Opposite: The lobby structure mimics the surrounding houses, with a pitched, corrugated fiber-cement roof and flood-proof stilt supports.

Bottom, from left: Inside the lobby, the staircase leads up to a multipurpose events room. On the island, the arrival deck’s amphitheater-like 
bleachers surround two preserved rain trees. Teak furniture beneath the main restaurant’s translucent polyester canopy is custom. Its zigzag 
roofline was inspired by traditional Thai temple architecture.  
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After checking in, guests cross a bow-shape fiber-cement 
footbridge, also painted red, that takes them to the island. 
An emblem of the resort, the crimson arc extends the vivid-
ness of the lobby without looking out of place. “Thai people 
love color,” Vajrabhaya observes. “You can see this in the 
villages, which always have a lot of reds, blues, yellows, 
greens, and other hues. Yes, the red is bold, but it blends 
in.” In fact, while today’s Thai villages are kaleidoscopes, 
historically houses were painted dark brown or red; the 
color choice here pays homage to that heritage.

A much quieter palette greets guests on the island, where 
blond woods, creamy paints and fabrics, and leafy greens 
predominate. This reflects DoA’s determination that the  
resort have minimal impact on the natural integrity of the 
island, a program further evidenced at the arrival deck, 
where a pair of carefully preserved rain trees emerge 
through holes cut in the fiber-cement planks, which are 
raised so as not to disturb the roots. A semicircle of terraced 
seating surrounds the trees, creating a kind of amphitheater 
where guests can sit and chat or watch scenes of village life 
across the narrow channel. 

The hotel occupies the arrowhead-shape tip of the island, 
one side facing the near bank, the other overlooking a broad 
expanse of river and the distant shore beyond. The 24 guest 
rooms and villas span the two sides of the property, which 
ensures they all have water views, while a sequestered 
inner garden runs down its center. The resort’s signature 
accommodation, an expansive 5,210-square-foot villa, sits 
at the point of the arrow. Spread across two floors, the 
structure includes living and dining areas, three bedrooms, 
and a generous terrace with a private swimming pool that, 
thanks to its prowlike location, enjoys a 270-degree pano-
rama of the Chao Phraya. Most of the simple, modern 
furniture here and in the other villas, guest rooms, and 
public spaces is custom—honey-tone white-ash pieces 
inside, teak outside, and myriad rattan tables, chairs, sun 
lounges, and panels that draw on Thailand’s rich tradition 
of artisanal wickerwork. 

Top: A natural rattan ceiling caps the main bathroom in the resort’s 
largest (and signature) villa. Center: A concrete pathway encircles the 
sequestered garden at the center of the resort. Bottom: In a pool villa, 
bathroom walls clad in brick tile evoke the construction method prevalent 
in nearby ruins at Ayutthaya, the ancient Thai capital. 

Opposite: Custom white-ash furniture and rattan wickerwork join  
a feature wall of draped fabrics in the pool villa’s living area.

“We asked ourselves, How can we best fit within the context of the place?”
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PROJECT TEAM  

JIRAPATR JIRASUKPRASERT; WORRAWIT LEANGWEERADECH; TANAPAT PHANLERT; RAMIDA SAKULTEERA; 

KWANCHANOK PORNCHAIPISUT; FAHLADA ROONNAPHAI; GASINEE CHIEU: DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE. 

PITTAYA RUNGBANJERD: LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT. FOS LIGHTING DESIGN STUDIO: LIGHTING CONSULTANT. POST: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. MITR TECHNICAL 

CONSULTANT: MEP. P.H.2000 CONSULTANT ENGINEER: CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT. NEW MUANGTHONG FURNITECH: CUSTOM FURNITURE WORKSHOP. DOUBLE 

CLICK CONSTRUCTION; S45 ENGINEERING: GENERAL CONTRACTORS.

PRODUCT SOURCES 

FROM FRONT SHERA: FLOORING, HANDRAIL (BRIDGE). TREECONCEPT: DECK (MAIN POOL). THAI MARBLE CORP.: TILING (POOLS). SUNBRELLA: CUSHION FABRIC 

(ARRIVAL DECK). DANPAL: SKYLIGHT (LOBBY). SERGE FERRARI: ROOF FABRIC (RESTAURANT). EARTH CRETE COLOR: CONCRETE FLOOR PIGMENT (RESTAURANT, 

GARDEN). SMILE DESIGN: DRAPE FABRIC (RESTAURANT, POOL VILLA). BEL VEDERE: FLOOR TILE (SIGNATURE VILLA BATHROOM). TRUSOL: SINK (SIGNATURE VILLA 

BATHROOM), TUBS (BATHROOMS). HI CRAFTSTONE: BRICK TILE (POOL VILLA). SUNITURE: CHAIR, OTTOMAN (SIGNATURE VILLA BEDROOM). THROUGHOUT WOOD 

DEN: FLOOR PLANKS. TOA PAINT: PAINT.

Another Thai classic—the soaring architecture of the country’s traditional Buddhist 
temples—informs one of Sala Bang Pa-In’s other emblematic elements: the main res-
taurant’s dramatic, zigzag roof. A series of conjoined, steeply pitched gables, the 
tentlike structure comprises a light steel framework covered with translucent poly-
ester fabric. “I was thinking about the atmosphere I sought to create,” Vajrabhaya 
says. “I wanted natural light, but I needed a way to soften it; I wanted an outdoor 
space, but I needed a way to cool it.” The high ceiling turns even the fiercest sun-
shine into a gentle, luminous glow overhead while carefully positioned gaps in the 
canopy allow rising heat to escape the open-wall dining area below. The light and 
airy space connects seamlessly with a riverside dining terrace, yet another chance 
for Vajrabhaya and Luphaiboon to let the Chao Phraya nourish and inspire as it has 
done through the ages. 

Top: The signature villa’s private pool occupies the very tip of the island. Bottom, from left: Like all of the resort’s 24 guest rooms, the pool villa 
has an unobstructed view of the Chao Phraya. Its bedroom looks out to a courtyard with a green wall. 

Opposite top: Teak floor planks run throughout the signature villa. Opposite bottom: The footbridge’s brilliant hue echoes Thai villages’ love of 
color, while the villas on the island reflect a quieter, more nature-based aesthetic. 
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